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Reggianiet al.(1998, 1999) derived, from first principles and in a general manner, the
balance equations for mass, momentum and energy at the Representative Elementary
Watershed (REW) scale, and also developed an associated constitutive theory. It has
been suggested that the REW approach, and the associated balance equations, can be
the basis for the blueprint for the development of a new generation of distributed hy-
drological models with the REWs as building blocks. However, the balance equations
of Reggianiet al.contain numerous terms representing mass exchange fluxes between
different sub-regions of individual REWs, and between different REWs. Developing
physically reasonable closure relations for these mass exchange flux terms is a crucial
pre-requisite for the success of the approach. In this paper, we utilize several method-
ologies to establish these closure relationships, expressing mass exchange fluxes as
functions of relevant state variables in a physically reasonable way, and effectively
parameterizing the effects of sub-grid or sub-REW heterogeneity of catchment phys-
iographic properties. Closure relations for infiltration, exfiltration and groundwater
recharge were derived analytically, while numerical experiments with a detailed fine-
scale, distributed model (CATFLOW) were used to obtain the closure relationship for
seepage outflow. CATFLOW was also used to derive REW scale pressure-saturation
and hydraulic conductivity-saturation relationships for the unsaturated zone. Closure
relations for concentrated overland flow and saturated overland flow were derived us-
ing theoretical arguments and simpler process models. A relationship for the saturated
area fraction as a function of saturated zone depth was derived for an assumed to-
pography on the basis of TOPMODEL assumptions. These relationships were used to



complete the specification of all of the REW-scale governing equations (mass and mo-
mentum balance equations, closure and geometric relations) for a chosen catchment,
which can form the basis of a numerical model of the catchment’s response to cli-
matic inputs. The resulting model is used to carry out sensitivity analyses with respect
to various combinations of climate, soil, vegetation and topographies, to test the rea-
sonableness of the derived closure relations in the context of a complete catchment re-
sponse, including interacting processes. These sensitivity analyses demonstrated that
the adopted closure relations produce realistic results, and can therefore be a good ba-
sis for more careful and rigorous search for appropriate closure relations in the future.


